RARE 2-CARAT FANCY DEEP BLUISH GREEN DIAMOND DEBUTS

May 1, 2016, New York, N.Y…A rare
2.00-carat Natural Fancy Deep Bluish
Green Diamond from The One and Only
One™ collection is available by private
appointment at selected fine jewelers
nationwide. The cushion-cut green
diamond, set in a ravishing platinum and
diamond ring, is certified by the
Gemological Institute of America (GIA).
The price is available upon request.
The Fancy Deep Bluish Green Diamond is complemented by half-moon diamonds and
surrounding diamonds totaling 1.27 carats.
“We’re calling this extraordinary diamond ‘Into the Deep,’” said Joe Padulo, CEO of Padulo
Privé and a consultant to elite jewelers and luxury brands. “The combination of its vibrant
Caribbean green color, clarity, and unusually large size for a green diamond make this a
rare and outstanding investment opportunity.”
About Green Diamonds
Green diamonds are among the rarest of all Fancy Color Diamonds. Unlike those diamonds
which derive their colors from trace elements such a boron, nitrogen and hydrogen, green
diamonds owe their color to millions of years of naturally occurring radiation beneath the
ground.
According to the Natural Color Diamond Association (NCDIA), “Pure green diamonds are
extremely rare and highly valued, ranging from light mint greens to vivid grass greens. Only
a handful of natural green diamonds are introduced into the market each year making green
diamonds some of the most sought after of all natural color diamonds.”
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For Collectors, Investors and Connoisseurs
In a September 2015 statement, Christie’s International Head of Jewelry Rahul Kadakia
described the market for Fancy Color Diamonds as “…a time when great gems are mirroring
prices achieved for masterpieces in the world of fine art. Collectors are looking to jewels as
savvy investments that are both beautiful and can appreciate considerably in value over a
relatively short period of time.”
To arrange a private appointment to view the One and Only One™ Fancy Deep Bluish
Green Diamond Ring, please visit www.TheOneAndOnlyOne.com.

Note: One and Only One™ Natural Fancy Color Diamonds are GIA certified and responsibly sourced.
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